
We’re bringing a hint of 
natural flair to your home decor!



TRAY CHIC
Craft this beaded DIY catch-all for your entry table! You’ll need a plain wood tray (paint it how you like!) and a drill to 
make holes for the handles (twine, strung with wood beads)—but the real makeover happens when you glue wood 
beads to the bottom of the tray.
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FIXTURE FOCUS
Go off the walls with your decor 
by hanging a DIY chandelier!  We 
wrapped a steel ring with gold yarn 
and then strung wood beads on clear 
cording around the ring, connecting to 
a smaller ring at the top (this creates 
the drape!). Then add pompoms for a 
punch of playfulness.

CANDLE CHAIN
We strung together a mix of wood 
beads and wood knobs to make this 
pretty, minimalistic centerpiece—it’s 
flexible, so you can arrange it any way 
you want! To make: Drill a 1" hole 
halfway through the knobs (to hold 
the candles) and 1/8" all the way 
through (for stringing).
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WREATH WHIMSY
Wood beads + soft fiber = a must-have 
decor piece! Using two strands of Yarn 
Bee® #BIG yarn, crochet around a foam 
wreath form. Then slide the beads 
onto craft wire and secure them to the 
wreath with hot glue. Add floral stems 
in a variety of textures—and  
you’re done!

AU NATURAL
Stringing stretchy jewelry cord with 
wood beads transforms an ordinary 
terrarium into an organic wonder—
see how the natural color of the beads 
perfectly complements the greenery? 
Try experimenting with different sized 
beads and weaving patterns,  
like we did!
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BEADED BRIGHTS
Need last-minute table decor? These beaded 
napkin rings are a breeze to make! String beads 
on cord or twine (paint them first, if that’s your 
thing) and slip both ends of the cord through 
two beads to cinch the ring closed. Finish with  
a coordinating yarn tassel.

DRAWER,   PLEASE
We replaced dated drawer pulls with custom 
beaded handles by stringing wood beads 
onto wire and then securing the wires to the 
drawer (just push them through the holes in 
the drawer fronts and twist them together!).
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TEAPOT TRIVET
Slide wood beads onto dowel rods to create 
this cool but practical decor piece. You just 
strap the dowels together by wrapping 
them tightly with leather or hemp cord! 
Tip: Try painting the dowels or stamping a 
note on the beads to personalize the look.

LEAVE   ’EM HANGING
For this piece, we drilled holes at equal 
points around a wood tray and strung a mix 
of painted and natural-finish beads on jute 
for hanging. Then we hot glued ball knobs 
to the bottom of the tray (hello chic!) for  
a hanging plant holder that looks  
anything but DIY.

FROM THE COVER:
String together this wall hanging 

from painted beads, a wooden 
dowel and floral stems! 
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TREE TRIMMINGS
Metallic paint turns rustic beads into radiant baubles on this 
holiday decor. Left: Dowel rods stacked with wood beads and 
topped with wood stars. Right: DIY birch-strip frame,  
wrapped with twine and strung with wood beads.
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